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Biology
Students in Mrs. Lumadue and Mrs. Long’s
Biology class were investigating a hypothetical case of food poisoning at a local
restaurant. Students were given “stomach
content” from a food poison victim and had
to test the sample to see what type of macromolecules were present in the content. Students learned how to write a hypothesis, test the hypothesis, create a positive and negative test, and use data to

draw conclusions on where the food poisoning came from. Students tested for
carbohydrates, proteins and lipids in the
stomach content.

Physics & Chemistry
Physics and Chemistry invested in wireless data collection
devices
this
year. Thank you to Itech for
loading the software on all
11th and 12th grade students
laptops over the summer. The new PASCO AirLink units are compatible with
all the probes we were already using.
Shown is an
AirLink attached to a force

meter where students
pulled a block across 2
different surfaces. The
students then use the
graphs shown on the
screen to get the friction
values for their lab.
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Forensics

AP Biology
Advanced Placement Biology
students were studying photosynthesis and factors that affect the rate of photosynthesis. The students conducted
a lab experiment where they
created an impression of the
underside of leaves. On the
underside of leaves, you can

find small openings, stomata, that allow for the gas
exchange for photosynthetic processes. These impressions can be then seen
using
a
light
microscope. (Pictured is one of
the group’s images.)

Chemistry
Students in Mr. Krupa’s chemistry class investigated and
constructed the shapes of different molecules. The models
seen below were constructed
using modeling clay, toothpicks, and cardboard. This allowed the students to freely
manipulate molecular models
and develop their own understanding as to why molecular
shapes and molecular properties are able to change.

AP Chemistry
Students in Mr. Fink’s AP
Chemistry class were conducting a lab experiment
on chromatography. During the lab, students were
determining the Rf value
for known food dyes, and
comparing it to the food
dyes found in grape, strawberry and orange flavored
Kool-Aid. In a follow-up
experiment students also
separated components of
chlorophyll extract using
thin layer chromatography
and a polar solvent.

Students learned how to
dust for fingerprints then
lift them off surfaces with
tape. This activity required
them to match the lifted
prints with 6 sets of known
prints
to
identify
a
“suspect.” Shown below is
Tessa Barnett who plans
to major in Forensics in
college.
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Principles of Chemistry
Students in Mr. Krupa’s Principles of Chemistry class spent
a majority of the second quarter discussing nuclear chemistry. During this time, the class
weighed the pros and cons of
nuclear energy and medicine.
One of the ideas proposed
during this unit was how the

half-life of a radioisotope
can affect our decision
making in these areas. In
the picture below a student
is performing a lab using
M&M’s to simulate the rate
of radioactive decay.

Integrated Science
The students in Mr. Lazauskas’ Integrated Science classes recently
completed a lab that consisted of
several experiments examining
matter and how it can change. Their
objective was to mix different substances and differentiate between
physical and chemical changes.
Students Adam Cartwright and Macy Long
determine whether the
mixture of sugar and water is a chemical reaction
or a physical change.

Students Sienna Wilsoncroft and
Natalie Betz are mixing sand and
iron in a beaker and running a magnet through the beaker.

Students Tucker Newman
and Camden Rudy examining the reaction of an antacid
tablet placed in a beaker of
water.

